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Abstract:
This paper presents a novel parameterization of the Relative Orientation with only three parameters.
Instead of using all structure and motion parameters and performing a full bundle-adjustment we
show that, using the Object Space Error as the cost function, the optimal estimator depends only on
the three parameters of the rotation of the relative orientation. So the number of parameters to be
optimized can be reduced to three.

1 Introduction
The process of estimating the Relative Orientation is typically divided into two parts. First a direct
and also fast algorithm is used to obtain an estimate of the unknown parameters. This first estimate
is usually based on a subset of measured points (eg. Estimating a direct solution of the essential
matrix is possible with just 5 points [6]), or on a linearized solution of the original problem (eg. 8 or
more points). In both cases this estimated solution is not an optimal one. So the second step in all
structure-from-motion algorithms is an optimization process, which minimizes a cost function based
on the motion and structure parameters [8]. This process is slow, because there are many parameters
to be optimized.

There is a number of different cost functions which are used to optimize the relative orientation
between two calibrated cameras. [10] gives an overview of three well-known ones. Two of them,
Distance Between Points and Epipolar Lines and Gradient-Weighted Epipolar Errors are based on
approximations of a geometric error and can be parameterized by the five parameters of the essential
matrix. The third one Distance Between Points and Reprojections is based on a geometric error, but
the number of parameters is �����	� , the parameters of the structure (3 coordinates per point) and the
five parameters of the essential matrix. For the case of two cameras (eg. a moving calibrated stereo-
rig), a first estimate is available from a minimum of three points. For each position of the rig the
points are reconstructed (eg. [2]), and afterwards the absolute orientation for the two reconstructions
is found ([3],[9]). Due to noise in the image the reconstructions are not perfect. So the solution to
the absolute orientation will not be an optimal solution to the relative orientation problem.���
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A parameterization of the minimization problem with the six motion parameters for a stereo-rig is
given in [9]. The minimum number of parameters for the relative orientation found in the literature
is five (in the one camera case) or six (for the stereo setup).

We present in this paper a general parameterization of the relative orientation between two views in
only three parameters. General means in this case, that the parameterization does not depend on the
number of used cameras. We first give a problem formulation and notation for multi-camera-sensors
in Section 2. Then we give a short review of the cost function based on a geometric error in Section
3. Afterwards we derive in Section 3.1 an optimal reconstruction, based on the used cost function.
In Section 3.2 we show how to estimate the optimal translational part of the relative orientation from
all the measurements in a direct way. Finally we give some experimental results for the proposed
parameterization in Section 4.

2 Problem formulation / Notation
We assume 
 perspective cameras which are fixed on a rig. We assume further that we know
the calibration of the cameras, which consists of the intrinsic parameters ( �� ) and the extrinsic
parameters ( ��� , ��� ) of each camera (����������
 ). The extrinsic parameters specify the location and
orientation of the camera relative to a common scene coordinate system S .

A point �� (in the world coordinate system) is measured in the images as

v �����! "�#�$�%�&�'�(�)���*�,+-����� (1)

Where the index ./�!01��24365 represents one of the two poses of the rig, the index �7�8�����9�:
 stands
for one of 
 cameras, and the index ;<�=���9����� specifies the world points. (e.g. v > ��? is world point
number @ measured in the first camera of the rig, which is in the second pose). The added term +A�����
is the error which is made through the measurement process and is different for all measurements.
The symbol  denotes ‘directly proportional’, so v ���)� are measured up to an unknown scale factor.
The rotation and translation components of each camera can be estimated from the calibration and
the pose of the rig (R � ,t � ) as: �#���B�C�D� R � �)�����C��� t � �(���E� (2)

For one special case ( 
=�C� , .F�C3 ) the situation is visualized in fig. 1.
We discuss the Relative Orientation (R ,t ) between two poses ( .F�G� and .H�"3 ) of the rig (with all
its cameras) in some scene coordinate system S . Without loss of generality we can set the first pose
to be at the origin of S :

R
� �JI t

� �LK�MN2OMN2%MQPSR (3) R > � R t > � t � (4)

Where R and t describe the relative orientation of the rig.
The task of estimating the relative orientation of a rig is “to find the motion parameters R and t and
the structure parameters X � which minimize a given cost function”.
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Figure 1: Relative Orientation for jlknm and oBknp .
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Figure 2: Scaled Object Space Error �4����� .
3 Cost function
In this Section we describe the cost function we used, which is the “Object Space Error”� ���������Q��I��������)�������#��� X ��� t ���W��� > with �����)��� v ���)� v R �$���

v R ���)� v �$��� 2 (5)

and was introduced by Lu et.al. [4]. As an example the error � ���)� for one point �� is shown in fig. 2.
This error measures the distance between a world point �H� and the projection of this point onto the
line of sight (which is defined by the optical center of the camera and and the measurement v ���)� ).
Based on this error we define now the solution to the Relative Orientation Problem as���-�/��� ¡�¢ £�¢ ¤�¥ >¦ �%§ � ¨¦ �S§ � ©¦ �ª§ � � ���)�)� R 2 t 2ª�&���W2 (6)

writing only the unknown parameters (R ,t , �H� ) as parameters of the function (5). So the goal is to
find those structure ( �� ) and motion (R and t ) parameters which minimize the total error. In the
next section we derive an optimal reconstruction w.r.t. this problem and the chosen cost function (5).

3.1 Optimal structure reconstruction
Let us assume in this section that we know already the motion parameters R and t , which minimize
eq. (6). We want to find the optimal reconstruction for the known motion parameters as���-�«��� ¤�¥ >¦ �%§ � ¨¦ �Z§ � ©¦ �-§ � � �$���)� R 2 t 2-����*¬ we know R and t ¬ ¨¦ �Z§� ���ª�®��� ¤¯¥ >¦ �%§ � ©¦ �ª§�° � ���)�)������W� (7)

So solving for an optimal �F� is given by ± ²x³ >�%§ � ³ ©�ª§ � � ���)�)� X �f�-´± X � � >¦ �O§ � ©¦ �ª§ � ± � ������� X �f�± X � �CMN� (8)

Writing the cost function (5) as a dot product� ���)�µ� K��fI¶�����������·���¸��� X �'� t ���W�)PZR¹K��fI������������·���¸��� X �N� t ���W�)P� X R � � R��� �¶�¶���)���#�$� X �'� t R ��� ���¶���)� t ���º�,3 t R �$� ���»���)���#�$� X ��2 (9)

where ���¶�������G��I¶�������)��� R ��I¶�¼���$����� , and differentiating � ����� (eg.(9)) with respect to X � gives us



± � ���)�± �&� �J3���� R��� �½�¶���)���#�$� X �'�,� R��� �½�¶���)� t ���W�W� (10)

Using this result in eq. (8) gives us an equation for the optimal reconstruction of �¾� :¿ >¦ �%§ � ©¦ �-§ � � R �$� ���»���)���#�$�4À X �¯�Á� >¦ �%§ � ©¦ �ª§ � � R ��� ���»����� t ����� (11)

Eq. (11) is a linear system of equations, so X � can be estimated in a direct way.

3.2 Optimal translation
We have seen in the previous section that we can estimate the optimal X � w.r.t. the cost function (5)
in a direct way. In this section we show that we can also estimate the optimal translation of the
relative orientation t w.r.t. the cost function (5) in a direct way.
Let us assume here that we know already the rotational part of the relative orientation R . Substituting
the definition of t ��� (eq. (2) and eq. (3-4)) into eq. (11) gives us after some simple mathematics:ÂÄÃ ¥ X �¯� ÂÄÅ ¥ t � v Æ ¥ � (12)

We want to mention explicitly that the terms
ÂÇÃ ¥ , ÂÈÅ ¥ and v Æ ¥ , which are given in Appendix A, do

not depend on the translation t . The solution X � to eq. (12) can be written as

X �¯�ÊÉX � t � Éx � (13)

with ÉX ��� ÂÌË �Ã ¥ ÂÈÅ ¥ and Éx �¯� ÂÍË �Ã ¥ v Æ ¥ . This means that the optimally reconstructed world point X � ,
w.r.t. to the minimization problem eq. (6), can be estimated by the use of a projection ÉX � of t plus an
offset Éx � . Eq. (13) gives us the possibility to write the optimally reconstructed point X � as a function
of t . Plugging this result into our minimization problem eq. (6) gives us���ª�Î��� 

R
¢
t

>¦ �%§ � ¨¦ �Z§ � ©¦ �ª§ � � ���)�)� R 2 t 2ª�&�$� R 2 t �ª�W� (14)

Using the vectorial form of the cost function (9) and the new representation of X � (eq. (13)) we get� ���)��� R 2 t �Ï� ��ÉX � t � Éx ��� R � R �$� �¶�¶���)���#�$�Q��ÉX � t � Éx ���·� t R �$� ���»���)� t ���� 3 t R ��� �¶�¶�������#���E� ÉX � t � Éx �f�4� (15)

Substituting the definition of t � � and t >f� (eq. (2) and eq.( 3-4)) gives us after some simplification the
minimization problem ���ª�Î��� 

R
¢
t Ð t RÒÑ � R � t �l3 b � R � R t ��Ó�� R �-Ô®2 (16)

which is the same as in eq. (14), but written as a polynomial in t . The “coefficients” Ñ � R � , b � R �
and ÓQ� R � are given in Appendix B.



An optimal translation t Õ�Ö £ for this minimization problem is given by± eq. (16)± t
�JMØ× Ð Ñ � R � R � Ñ � R ��Ô t �Á� b � R �º× t Õ�Ö £ �Á� Ð Ñ � R � R � Ñ � R ��Ô Ë � b � R � (17)

Let us conclude:
To solve the Relative Orientation Problem we need to find the motion R ,t and all the structure
parameters X � to minimize the cost in eq. (6). We have shown above that we can estimate the
optimal translation t Õ�Ö £ without the knowledge of the points X � (we used only the ÉX � and Éx � which
only depends on R ). We have further shown that, given a known optimal t , we can estimate the
optimal X � . So we can rewrite the Relative Orientation Problem as:���ª�®��� 

R

>¦ �%§ � ¨¦ �Z§ � ©¦ �ª§ � � ���)��� R 2 t Õ�Ö £ � R �W2-��cÙ�Ú$Ûª� R 2 t Õ�Ö £ � R �-�ÝÜ ���ª�Î�F�� 
R

fun Þ Õ � R � (18)

with t Õ�Ö £ � R � is given byß �������O� eq. (20) and ��^Ù�Ú$Ûª� R 2 t Õ�Ö £ � R �-� is given byß �������O� eq. (13) (19)

Equation (18) is the main result of this paper. It allows us to parameterize the cost function (6) as a
nonlinear function fun Þ Õ , which only depend on the rotation R . Because any rotation is parameteri-
zable with three parameters (eg. Euler angles or exponential parameterization [5]), the cost function
itself is parameterizable with only three parameters.

Special Case àá�Áâ
In this case we have only one camera. Without loss of generality we assume that the coordinate
system of the camera and the coordinate system of the rig coincide ( � � �µI and � � �ÝK_MN2%MN2OMQP R ).
From eq. (23) we get that all v Æ ¥ �8K_MN2%MN2OMQP R . Based on this we see that all Éã �ä�µK_MN2%MN2%MEP R . Further
we get, by looking into eq. (25) and eq. (26), that b � R �H� K_MN2%MN2OMQP R and ÓQ� R �F�ÏM . Finally the
equation we need to solve to get an optimal solution for the translation t becomes in the case of one
camera (eq. (16)) ���-�«��� 

R
¢
t Ð t RÒÑ � R � t ÔÎ� (20)

A solution to this equation will be the trivial solution t � K�M'2%MN2%MQP R , which minimizes the cost
function and will not depend on R . In the case of one camera and the definition of the cost function
it is obvious that a translation vector t �åK_MN2%MN2%MEP R will minimize the cost function. All structure
parameters will become zero, they will coincide with the two camera centers. And so all lines of
sights will go directly through them.

This happens because in this case (one camera) we can only obtain a reconstruction up to an
unknown scale. To prevent us from getting the trivial solution we need to add the constraint� t �D� const, eg. �%���æ�Á� . So we need to solve the constrained system���ª�®��� 

R
¢
t Ð t R�Ñ � R � t Ô with � t ���G��� (21)

Because we would like to minimize eq. (20) the solution for t is the eigenvector corresponding to
the smallest eigenvalue of Ð Ñ � R � R � Ñ � R � Ô .
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Figure 3: Results of Experiment 1 (large, general displacement). Errors based on ground-truth: (a) Rotation
error (b) translation error (c) reconstruction error for one, (solid), two (dashed) and three (dotted line) cameras.
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Figure 4: Results of Experiment 2 (large, orbital displacement). Errors based on ground-truth: (a) Rotation
error (b) translation error (c) reconstruction error for one (solid), two (dashed) and three (dotted line) cameras.

4 Experiments
We tested the new parameterization on simulated data. The setup is as follows: Points are randomly
distributed in a cube with one meter side length. The rig consists of � to max. � cameras. The camera
centers are located at the points of an isosceles triangle with a side length of 25 cm. All three cam-
eras look into the same direction (all three optical axes are parallel). The focal length of the cameras
is set to 1000 pixels. All experiments are repeated 200 times for different noise levels, different
numbers of cameras and random selection of points. For all experiments, the initial position of the
rig is at S ç R

� ��I t
� �èK_MN2%M'2%MQP R , which is 3 meters from the center of the cube. The looking

direction of the rig is also towards the center of the cube, i.e for the monocular case, the optical
axis of the camera intersects with the center of the cube. We subsequently describe three different
simulations for a large, general displacement, for a large displacement on an orbital trajectory, and
for a pure in-plane translation.
Experiment 1 (large, general displacement): R > �é�<ê6���t�Që%�-�¸ì��fí1��ë%� , t >ïî KZ�#3'�9�x3'2`���cð�íN243'�:MN�]P R .
This is a general case of relative orientation with a rather large translational displacement of ap-
prox. 3.35 meters and a significant rotation about two axes of the rig.
Experiment 2 (large, orbital displacement): This is a specific case of an orbital trajectory. The rig
is rotated in the � ã 2%ñt� -plane around the center of the cube for @�M ë . Orbital motion sequences are
known to be critical for monocular self-calibration and uncalibrated Euclidean reconstruction [7].
Experiment 3 (small planar translation): Another critical motion sequence ([7]) is planar motion
(when optical axes and optical centers are moving an a single plane. We choose R > �ÏI , t > �KZ�¸MN�c3��'2%M'2%MQP R .
To obtain comparable results we used 100 points for one ( 
á�µ� ), 50 points for two ( 
å�ò3 ) and
33 points for three ( 
µ�C� ) cameras. So the number of measured points is equal in all experiments.
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Figure 5: Results of Experiment 3 (small planar translation). Errors based on ground-truth: (a) Rotation error.
Zoomed error ( jlknp�ó�m ) for rotation (b) and reconstruction (c).

As initialization parameters for the optimization process we used for one camera ( 
Ý�8� ) the nor-
malized eight-point-algorithm [1] and for more than one camera 
õôJ3 the absolute orientation [3]
between the two reconstructions.
Afterwards an optimization with our new parameterization is performed using a Quasi-Newton ap-
proach (we used the matlab command fminunc).

5 Results
Figure 3 presents the results for experiment 1 (large, general displacement). We show the result of
the optimization process. Each point in the graph is the median over 200 experiments (the mean
looks similar).
Figure 3(a) shows the error of the estimated rotation in degrees, fig. 3(b) shows the error of the esti-
mated translation in meter. The structural error, which is the mean distance between reconstructed
points (eg. (13) evaluated with the optimized rotation parameters), is shown in fig. 3(c). In general,
the accuracy of the estimated motion and structure decreases with increasing noise level. Also the
accuracy increases if we increase the number of used cameras. Furthermore, there is a rather linear
relationship between error and noise for 2 and 3 cameras, while the error increases exponentially for
the monocular case. However, even for one camera, we obtain less than ��ë rotation error and less
than 2 cm translation error for a noise level of M'�^� pixels.
Our experimental results for the two special cases 2 (fig. 4) and 3 (fig. 5) are in principle very sim-
ilar: Linear relationship between motion and structure error and noise level for 2 or more cameras,
with excellent reconstruction results. In the monocular case errors increase exponentially, with still
quite good results for experiment 2, but experiment 3 constitutes a critical case.

6 Conclusion
We have presented a novel parameterization of the Relative Orientation with only three parameters.
We have shown that, using the Object Space Error as the cost function, the optimal estimator de-
pends only on the three parameters of the rotation of the relative orientation. This parameterization
can be used for calibrated rigs with an arbitrary number of cameras. Experiments are given for one,
two and three cameras, with excellent results for two or more cameras. Our new parameterization
will be especially useful for applications of structure and motion analysis with a calibrated stereo
rig.
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Appendix A: Coefficients for X ö÷ Ã ¥%ø ©ù�ª§ �1ú R�üû¸û � ��� ú �üý R R ú R�þû#û >f��� ú � R ,
÷ Å ¥�ø ÿ ©ù�-§ � R R ú R�üû¸û >f��� ú � (22)

v Æ ¥%ø ©ù�ª§ � ÿ � ú R� û#û � ���1ý R R ú R� û#û >f�)������� (23)

Appendix B: Coefficients for t

���
R 	 ø ¨ù �Z§ � ©ù�ª§ � 
X R � ú R� û¸û � ��� ú � 
X �6ý 


X R � R R ú R� û#û >f��� ú � R 

X �1ý ú R� û#û >f��� ��� ú � R 


X �1ý ú �� (24)

b
�
R 	 R ø ¨ù �Z§ � ©ù�ª§ � � 
x R � ú R� ý�� R� � û#û � ��� ú � 
X �6ý � 


x R � R R ú R� ý�� R� � û#û >f��� ú � � R 

X �1ý�� � (25)

� � R 	 ø ¨ù �Z§ � ©ù�ª§ � � 
x R � ú R� ý � � R� � û û � �)� ú � 
x �1ý � 

x R � R R ú R� ý � � R� � û û >f��� ú � R 


x �1ý >ù �O§ � � R� û#û ����� ��� (26)


